Meeting with Immigration New Zealand and Education New Zealand
10.00am to 1.30pm, 16 April, Universities New Zealand
Attendees
Victoria University of Wellington

Frances Little

AUT

Jason Cushen

Otago University

Sharon Calvert

Waikato University

Roger Shew

Lincoln University

Andy Walker

ENZ

James Dalmer

ENZ

Ainslie Moore (zoom)
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Julia Innocente-Jones

Miranda Herbert (zoom)

University of Auckland

Ian MacDonald (zoom until 11am)

University of Canterbury

Lin Zhu (zoom)

Massey University

Michael O’Shaughnessy (zoom)

Massey University

Kaylee Butters (from 12.30)

ENZ

Olivia Judge (from 12.30)
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1. INZ to review amending the processing times published on their website:
a. Break down the times by sector
b. Future focussed as opposed to retrospective information
2. Investigate cross-cultural capability training options for global office staff
a. Universities are happy to feed into this process
3. Provide the universit es with information on the regions where visas are being
declined from
a. Univer ities to provide INZ with a list of the top 10 countries they want to see
decline rates for
4. Provide feedback to the system teams regarding user feedback on the online
applica ion system (esp. viewing updates on their account)
Joint Actions:

5. Investigate a mechanism for how INZ can get sight of universities own due diligence
done on student university applications/admissions prior to the visa application
process (including English language test used to demonstrate compliance with entry
requirements)
6. Develop key messages to communicate in-market to address the negative perception
regarding timeliness; for example, report on timeliness by provider type that the
universities can use to demonstrate their turnaround in visa decisions.
Universities:
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7. Provide INZ with a list of frequently asked questions being received from agents and
students
8. Strongly urge agents and students to do online rather than paper applications
a. Consider including a clause as agent agreements are renewed that require the
agent to submit Online
9. UNZ to work with SIEBA and regional bodies to address the issue of pathwaying
students not applying for their visa early enough for their university study
10. Note that the Pathway Visa Pilot has been extended to November 2019

Preparation for guests
Those present gave a broad overview of the impact the delays to visa processing times have
had on their institutions.
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All universities had experienced an increase in new student numbers however there has also
been an increase in the number of student deferrals (this includes students who defer or
withdraw from study before they submit a visa application). Victoria University had a few
PhD students that were unable to start as they did not receive an offer in time. VUW are
reaching out to students that received an offer of study but did not come, to determine the
reasons for this. Of those students 18% had deferred which is 12% higher than normal.
Often the conversion rate of deferred students is only 2% so from a university perspective
those enrolments are not going to eventuate.
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Another issue that the universities have encountered are that students are struggling to
understand the visa process and do not know how to view the status of their application or
outcome online. In addition, there is no way for the student to reach out to ask for
assistance. INZ will pass this feedback on to the systems team.
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The universities were reporting inconsistent advice and information being applied to visa
applications and decisions.
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Mat rial outside the scope of this OIA request

Julia asked the group what they wanted in terms of outcomes for the meeting:
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1. Confirmat on n what the realistic processing time will be going forward
2. An understanding if INZ have any processes or plans in mind to streamline the
application process for Semester 2, as well as potential long-term measures
3. What parameters do INZ have to work within to further support the university sector
and decrease processing times

INZ overview of Semester 1
Jeannie and Celia joined the group.
INZ have learned a lot from the peak period and recognise they did not have a clear
understanding of the volume of applications that would come from the Indian market, the
response to Post Study Work changes was not forecasted for this market.
Withheld under s(9)(g)(i) of the OIA and brought over some of the INZ team from Beijing to run some of
their processes in Palmerston North.
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Withheld under s(9)(g)(i) of the OIA

been receiving from INZ have the processing times broken down by percentage completed
in x number of days. The universities thought it would be helpful to have that on the
website as well. For example, 90% are processed between 15-30 days, provided that the
application is complete, then provide the checklist for the application form.
ACTION: INZ will review publishing options for turnaround times on the website
Mumbai office
Universities had already voiced their concern about incorrect advice and decisions being
made from the Mumbai office when processing applications from other markets. Further
training on markets outside of India would help to mitigate this issue.
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Otago had feedback that agents in Vietnam reported feeling intimidated by the Mumbai
office. One of the challenges when INZ moved to the super hub model, is how the staff
operate within different cultural settings. The suggestion was made to do cross-cultural
training for in-market INZ staff. There is also a short-term plan to move non-Indian
subcontinent offshore applications to Palmerston North.
ACTION: INZ to investigate cross-cultural training options for their staff. The universities
have programmes in this area and are happy to feed into that pr cess.

Streamlining Processes for Semester 2
Universities’ due diligence
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The issues in Mumbai are primarily in the ITP and PTE sectors which negatively impact
university processing times. The universities and INZ need to identify what we can do
together to make sure the university student visa applications fall into the low-risk/lowtouch category.
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The universities do their own due diligence on student university applications before giving
their offer of place. Ideally INZ would be aware of the due diligence work already done and
are able to rely on that information eceived from the universities. Then INZ can look at the
health and character aspects of visa applications.
ACTION: investigate a mechanism for how INZ can get sight of the due diligence done by
universities on student applications as part of the visa application process.
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Front end customer service

Waikato have heard from students and in country managers that there are front end
customer service issues, particularly with wait times to receive advice (2 hours to get to the
contact centre in Vietnam). Having better customer service may go some way towards
mitigating the negative perception in market.
INZ have asked the universities for frequent questions that agents and institutions are
receiving so they can be collated into an FAQ section on the website, to help with the first
point of contact.
ACTION: universities to provide INZ with FAQs
Online applications
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Jeannie informed the group that in the Indian and sub-continent and all Mumbai applications
they process, about 70% were submitted online. INZ asked universities to consider that the
universities make online submissions a requirement for their agents and include this in any
agent contract renewals.
ACTIONS:
1. Universities to include in agent agreements that unless there is a system issue, there
online submissions should be standard, as it contributes to faster processing times.
2. INZ to send data to the universities on where the paper applications are coming
from, broken down by
a. Which agents; and
b. Which markets
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Building capability at INZ offices

INZ said they have not been using Palmerston North as well as they could for student visa
processing so they are going to be processing some of the offshore work that would have
been done in Mumbai. They are looking to build capability in multiple offices to distribute
the back-log and balance out the applications offshore.
INZ product development
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INZ are working closely with ENZ to utilise their resources and networks to communicate
information to the sector and to agents. INZ are developing specific products to streamline
the visa application process. INZ want to make it as easy as possible for agents or students
to apply so they have a full and complete application first time around e.g. supplementary
information and extensive check-lists. This will help to reduce the back-log.
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The question was posed as to whether some markets have extra requirements regarding
verification and level of evidence required. If that is the case, it would be helpful for the
universities to receive that so they can communicate it to their agents within that specific
market. Providing additional advice via the check-lists and recommendations to go through
pre-verification processes etc
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The universities asked for some guidelines for how long a visa will take to process going
forward.
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Deferrals and new offers of place
The universitie were discussing deferrals and mentioned that when providing the new offer
of place sometimes the same students (with the same application) are not receiving a new
offer from the university. Celia mentioned that together the universities and INZ could
develop some wording to go on the original offer where it would be valid for a certain period
so there is no need to go back to faculty to reissue an offer. The officer may then just email
to ensure that the offer still stands, if required.
ACTION: INZ to investigate providing wording for universities to put on their offer of place,
for review by the universities
Material outside the scope of this OIA request
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Material outside the scope of this OIA request
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